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LT-400
Hit Target

PP300
Complete Laser Pistol
Blue

PP500
Complete Laser Pistol
Blue / Orange / Grey

Remote USB Battery Charger
(2600mAh)
phone or pistol

2015 World Cup Final
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BRU-L
Laser Container
Compatible with 20+
air pistol models
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Complete Laser Pistol
Model: PP300
- Fully Homologated UIPM
- Universal Grip included
- Integrated Li-on battery with Power Indicator
- Blue
- 350 x 145 x 45mm
- 600g 700g or 800g

Complete Laser Pistol
Model: PP500
- Fully Homologated UIPM
- Fully adjustable trigger unit
- Right or Universal Grip included
- Integrated Li-on battery with Power Indicator
- Orange, Blue or Grey
- 357 x 140 x 45mm
- 800g (300g additional weights available)
Laser Barrel Replacement Unit
Model: BRU-L
-Fully Homologated UIPM
-Easy to install
-Integrated Li-on battery with Power Indicator
-225 x 30 x 28mm
-250g (average depending on connector used)
-Compatible with 20+ air pistol models*

*Feinwerkbau P11, P34 and P44, Hämmerli AP 40 and 480, Morini CM 162, SAM mod, Pardini K 10, Steyr LP2 & Compact, LP 5, LP 10 & LP 10 Compact, Walther LP 300 XT & Club, LP 200, CP 2, LP 400 ALU & Carbon, Twinmaster

Technical specifications for all Ecoaims Laser pistols and Laser Barrel Replacement Unit:

-Laser power 3.2 mW
-Nominal wavelength 650 nm
-Laser dot at 10 meters 5 mm
-Pulsed beam for zeroing
-Rechargeable 3.7 V 750 mA Li-on battery inside
-UIPM laser codes 15.6 ms and the old 25.2 ms
-Triggering delay 6 ms
-Operating temperature -10 + 50 degrees Celsius

Products are tested by Finnish Institute of Occupational Health (Test report No 191586e) for the requirements for Laser Class 2 according to the standard EN/IEC 60825
Model: LT400
Hit Target
-Fully Homologated UIPM
-Fully adjustable LED brightness
-Battery or Mains
-Adjustable to one or multiple laser pulses
-Option for a push-button to start the timer
-Adjustable countdown timer (10s – 2 minutes)
-240 x 190 x 80mm
-660g

Model: LB100
Optional Button for LT400 Hit Target
-For starting shooting clock
-Weather resistant
-Heavy duty construction
-Connection cable included
-Push buttons are currently not homologated by UIPM

Technical specifications For LT400 Laser Target:
-Target size 170 x 170
-5 adjustable Red/Green Display lights
-Alignment laser (30 sec at start-up)
-Compatible with red lasers 630-660 nm
-For Laser Powers 2.3 – 6 mW
-UIPM pulse 15.6, UIPM pulse 25.2, 20-40 ms pulse or open to “Any Pulse”
-9 V Battery or 12V power adapter
-0 to 70 degrees Celsius
-Firmware updated via USB-Cable